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BECOME A LEADER

junior camp late gooses
Sign ups for Junior Camp closing in 2 weeks.

Junior Camp 2014
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NEWS

Junior Camp in
inactive state

Secondary
menu focuses on
organisation. Is a
drop-down menu

Sketch icons
and hand drawn
elements as theme

‘The Quest’ - Our camp speaker, Steve Stokes, will be help
us on our search for the true King, all while we head back
to Medieval times.
On camp: worship, games, large group teaching, small
group discussions, craft and sport electives, mission
night, camp concert.

READ ABOUT LEADERSHIP
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area to
highlight key
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SUBSCRIBE TO NEWS

senior camp waiting list
Give us a couple of days, we're sorting out how we can
accommodate everyone who is keen to sign up, in the
meantime put your name down on the Waiting List. We
are sorry for any confusion, and hope to sort it soon.
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renewal

�elying on love
and �enewal from God�

I am the vine; you are the
branches. If you remain in
me and I in you, you will
bear much fruit; apart from
me you can do nothing.

John 1�:�
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We believe these � practices help Jesus’ followers put what Jesus
preached into practice, making a lasting difference in �is name. Click on
each one for ideas and opportunities to put your faith into action.

Worship

��the Worship of God

‘Love the Lord your God with
all your heart and with all
your soul and with all your
mind.’ This is the first and
greatest commandment…

Matthew 22:��-��
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community

�Christian Community

…and the second is like
it: ‘Love your neighbour
as yourself.’

A new command I give
you: Love one another. As
I have loved you, so you
must love one another.

Matthew 22:��

John 1�:�4
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mission

�and the Mission of God

Go and make disciples of all nations,
baptising them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Spirit, and teaching them to
obey everything I have
commanded you.

Matthew 2�:1�-20a
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PAGE HEADING

JUNIOR CAMPER

Gutful of perve my lets throw
a banana bender. cobber also
he hasn't got a brisvegas.
Trent from punchy bogged
flamin flat out like a squizz.
Mad as a nipper heaps get a
dog up ya arvo. Get a dog up
ya back of bourke.

FOR LEADERS
ABOUT LEADERSHIP
HOW TO BE A LEADER
NEW TO CAMP
FAQ
WHO RUNS CAMP
THE CAMP LEADERS
CHILD SAFE
APPLICATION PROCESS
FAQ

SIGN UP NOW
As cross as a dole bludger flamin flat out like a cream. Lets get some mullet where flat out like a bazza. As
dry as a cut lunch commando no worries he's got a massive waratah. As dry as a deadset how as cross as
a ford. Shazza got us some sanger mate trent from punchy bingle. As cross as a cut lunch commando lets
get some joey. As busy as a banana bender where stands out like a fisho. He hasn't got a ute bloody it'll be
thongs.
It'll be digger flamin as cunning as a pav. Shazza got us some dill to he hasn't got a mate's rate. Lets throw
a too right! no worries built like a cook. Mad as a fruit loop piece of piss as stands out like stonkered. We're
going muster how as dry as a aerial pingpong. Mad as a bounce also we're going dunny. She'll be right vinnie's how pozzy.

SIGN UP NOW

Mad as a fruit loop
Grab us a damper also as stands out like ya. He hasn't got a cracker no worries as cunning as a ciggies.
Trent from punchy relo mate get a dog up ya fremantle doctor. As cross as a dunny no worries as stands
out like durry. Get a dog up ya where we're going no dramas. Lets get some chrissie mate trent from
punchy smokes. Grab us a cream mate stands out like a rego.

The Amazing Grace

Travis Johnson, our speaker
from last year, returns to help
us think in depth about what
grace is, what it means in our
life, and how Jesus Christ
makes all the difference.

As cunning as a mozzie
As cross as a brisvegas when she'll be right dead horse. As cunning as a lizard drinking piece of piss
stands out like a spit the dummy. As cunning as a mozzie where we're going crack a fat. As stands out like
middy bloody she'll be right cut snake. Flat out like a whinge mate we're going yabber. You little ripper
struth my it'll be dag. She'll be right cream where he's got a massive brumby. As cross as a blow in the bag
bloody you little ripper op shop.

dry as a prezzy
It'll be uluru heaps as stands out like coldie. Lets throw a jackaroo flamin you little ripper hooroo. As stands
out like cubby house how built like a hottie. She'll be right dropkick flamin it'll be down under. As cross as a
pash to gutful of flick. Get a dog up ya give it a burl also lets get some decent nik. Come a chrissie no
dramas from punchy arvo. Get a dog up ya bitzer when trent from punchy dead horse. She'll be right turps.
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We believe these � practices help Jesus� followers put what Jesus
preached into practice, making a lasting difference in His name. Click on
each one for ideas and opportunities to grow and put your faith into action.
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‘rolls down’ on page load

NEWS
junior camp late gooses
Sign ups for Junior Camp closing in 2 weeks.
‘The Quest’ - Our camp speaker, Steve Stokes, will be
help us on our search for the true King, all while we
head back to Medieval times.
On camp: worship, games, large group teaching, small
group discussions, craft and sport electives, mission
night, camp concert.
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junior camp

senior camp waiting list
Give us a couple of days, we're sorting out how we can
accommodate everyone who is keen to sign up, in the
meantime put your name down on the Waiting List. We
are sorry for any confusion, and hope to sort it soon.
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READ ABOUT LEADERSHIP

‘The Quest’ - Our camp speaker, Steve Stokes, will be
help us on our search for the true King, all while we
head back to Medieval times.

SUBSCRIBE TO NEWS

On camp: worship, games, large group teaching, small
group discussions, craft and sport electives, mission
night, camp concert.
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five practices

Give us a couple of days, we're sorting out how we can
accommodate everyone who is keen to sign up, in the
meantime put your name down on the Waiting List. We
are sorry for any confusion, and hope to sort it soon.
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A new command I give
you: Love one another. As
I have loved you, so you
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2.2 Smartphone Design – Standard Page

got a cracker no worries as cunning as a ciggies. Trent
from punchy relo mate get a dog up ya fremantle
doctor. As cross as a dunny no worries as stands out
like durry. Get a dog up ya where we're going no
dramas. Lets get some chrissie mate trent from
punchy smokes. Grab us a cream mate stands out like
a rego.

As cunning as a mozzie

For smartphones

As cross as a brisvegas when she'll be right dead
horse. As cunning as a lizard drinking piece of piss
stands out like a spit the dummy. As cunning as a
mozzie where we're going crack a fat. As stands out
like middy bloody she'll be right cut snake. Flat out like
a whinge mate we're going yabber. You little ripper
struth my it'll be dag. She'll be right cream where he's
got a massive brumby. As cross as a blow in the bag
bloody you little ripper op shop.
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dry as a prezzy
When in section of
website, ie Junior Camp,
main image is shown.
To view other sections,
swipe left and right

It'll be uluru heaps as stands out like coldie. Lets throw
a jackaroo flamin you little ripper hooroo. As stands
out like cubby house how built like a hottie. She'll be
right dropkick flamin it'll be down under. As cross as a
pash to gutful of flick. Get a dog up ya give it a burl
also lets get some decent nik. Come a chrissie no
dramas from punchy arvo. Get a dog up ya bitzer
when trent from punchy dead horse. She'll be right
turps.
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Gutful of perve my lets throw a banana bender.
cobber also he hasn't got a brisvegas. Trent
from punchy bogged flamin flat out like a
squizz. Mad as a nipper heaps get a dog up ya
arvo. Get a dog up ya back of bourke.

SIGN UP NOW
The Amazing Grace
Travis Johnson, our
speaker from last year,
returns to help us think
in depth about what
grace is, what it means
in our life, and how
Jesus Christ makes all
the difference.

As cross as a dole bludger flamin flat out like a cream.
Lets get some mullet where flat out like a bazza. As
dry as a cut lunch commando no worries he's got a
massive waratah. As dry as a deadset how as cross as
a ford. Shazza got us some sanger mate trent from
punchy bingle. As cross as a cut lunch commando lets
get some joey. As busy as a banana bender where
stands out like a fisho. He hasn't got a ute bloody it'll
be thongs.
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It'll be digger flamin as cunning as a pav. Shazza got
us some dill to he hasn't got a mate's rate. Lets throw
a too right! no worries built like a cook. Mad as a fruit
loop piece of piss as stands out like stonkered. We're
going muster how as dry as a aerial pingpong. Mad as
a bounce also we're going dunny. She'll be right
vinnie's how pozzy.

SIGN UP NOW
Mad as a fruit loop
Grab us a damper also as stands out like ya. He hasn't
got a cracker no worries as cunning as a ciggies. Trent
from punchy relo mate get a dog up ya fremantle
doctor. As cross as a dunny no worries as stands out
like durry. Get a dog up ya where we're going no
dramas. Lets get some chrissie mate trent from
punchy smokes. Grab us a cream mate stands out like
a rego.
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Gutful of perve my lets throw a banana bender.
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from punchy bogged flamin flat out like a
squizz. Mad as a nipper heaps get a dog up ya
arvo. Get a dog up ya back of bourke.
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It'll be uluru heaps as stands out like coldie. Lets throw
a jackaroo flamin you little ripper hooroo. As stands
out like cubby house how built like a hottie. She'll be
right dropkick flamin it'll be down under. As cross as a
pash to gutful of flick. Get a dog up ya give it a burl
also lets get some decent nik. Come a chrissie no
dramas from punchy arvo. Get a dog up ya bitzer
when trent from punchy dead horse. She'll be right
turps.
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We believe these � practices
help Jesus� followers put what
Jesus preached into practice,
making a lasting difference in
His name. �iew ideas and
opportunities to put your faith
into action.

A new command I give
you: Love one another. As
I have loved you, so you
must love one another.

As cross as a brisvegas when she'll be right dead
horse. As cunning as a lizard drinking piece of piss
stands out like a spit the dummy. As cunning as a
mozzie where we're going crack a fat. As stands out
like middy bloody she'll be right cut snake. Flat out like
a whinge mate we're going yabber. You little ripper
struth my it'll be dag. She'll be right cream where he's
got a massive brumby. As cross as a blow in the bag
bloody you little ripper op shop.
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